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METHOD OF A FAST SELECTION OF INELASTIC
NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS FOR THE CMS EXPERIMENT
V.A.Krasnov, A.l.Malakhov, M.V.Savina, S.V.Shmatov, P.I.Zarubin
On the basis of the HIJING generator simulation of heavy ion collisions at ultrarelativistic
energy scale, a method of a fast selection of inelastic nucleus-nucleus interactions is proposed
for the CMS experiment at LHC. The basic idea is to use the time coincidence of signals with
resolution better than 1 ns from the two very forward calorimeter arms covering the acceptance
3< | nl <5.
The method efficiency is investigated by variation of energy thresholds in the calorimeters
for different colliding ion species, namely, PbPb, NbNb, CaCa, 0 0 , pPb, pCa, pp. It is shown
that a stable efficiency of event selection (- 98 %) is provided in an energy threshold range up
to 100 GeV for nuclear collisions at 5 TeV/nucleon in the centre of mass system. In the pp
collision case the relevant efficiency drops from 93 % down to 80 %.
The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR.
MeToa SwcTporo OT6opa Heynpyriix Hflpo-smepHbix coyaapemiH
3KcnepHMeirra CMS

B.A.Kpacuoe u dp.
Ha ocHOBe MoaejiHpoBaHHa CTOJIKHOBCHHH Tsjuenbix HOHOB npn
sHepnwx, BbinoriHeHHoro c noMombw reHepaTopa HIJING, npeanoxeH Meron 6wcTporo OT6Opa Heynpyrex supo-swepHbix CTOJiKHOBeHHii ana SKcnepwueHTa CMS Ha LHC. OcHOBHaa waea
COCTOHT B Hcnojib30BanHn BpeMeHHoro coBnaaeHHsi CHinana flByx ruien KanopHMeTpa Manux
ymoB c aicceriTaHCOM 3 < I T| | < 5 H BpeMeHHUM pa3peuieHHeM nopwKa 1 HC. HccjieaoBaHa
s^xfaeKTHBHocTb npeAnoxceHHoro MeToaa npH BapuauHH noporos Ha perncTpnpyeMyio SHepniio
anH c^ynaeB CTOJIKHOBCHHS aaep pa3Hux THnoB, Taxnx KaK PbPb, NbNb, CaCa, OO, pPb, pCa,
pp npH 3HepraH 5 TaB/HyxjioH B CHCTeMe ueHTpa inacc. IloKa3aHO, HTO npw
smep 3(pi|ieKTHBHOCTb orCopa ocTaeTca CTa6n^bHoii (~ 98 %) B jjnana3OHe noporoBofl
no 100 FaB. B cjiynae pp-B3aHMoneHCTBHH a^JtpeKTHBHOCTb 6bicTpo naaaeT c 93 % ao 80 %.
Pa6ora BwnoJiHeHa B JIa6opa-ropnH BMCOKHX SHeprnfl OHJIH.

Introduction
The fast selection of inelastic nucleus-nucleus collisions is one of the basic problems
of experimentation with colliding heavy ion beams [1]. The knowledge of the collision rate
allows one to calculate absolute cross section values for particular channels of nuclear
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interactions, to perform normalization of spectra obtained for various combinations of
colliding ions. Besides, a direct identification of such interactions at a first level trigger is
very important for an event-by-event analysis. Moreover, an inelastic interaction trigger
allows one to suppress background processes such as beam collisions with residual gas of
nuclei as well as with set-up material.
As was shown in Ref.l, there is a significant influence of beam particle interactions of
an electromagnetic nature, like electromagnetic dissociation and electron-positron pair production, on the collision rate. An inelastic interaction trigger makes it possible to separate
a part of the interaction rate related to nuclear collisions. It should be noted that luminosity
of the Large Hadron Collider in nucleus-nucleus collision modes will have variation of a
few orders of magnitude for various ion species (see Table 1). This variation range is
affordable for operation of the CMS detector [2]. So, the CMS inelastic interaction trigger
must provide an adequate counting rate to follow luminosity changes.
Table 1. Characteristics of heavy ion collisions at LHC
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One of the critical features of a 1st level trigger is insensitivity to details of nuclear
collision dynamics in the central rapidity region. In other words, it might be sensitive to the
collision geometry only. In our paper [3], it was shown that a pseudorapidity range of
3<|r||<5
(fragmentation
sl0 »
region) is not sensitive to the
effect such as jet quenching
in a dense nuclear matter [4].
So, detectors in this region
provide suitable basis for inelastic event selection and estimation of a nuclear collision
impact parameter (Fig.l).
In this paper we propose
and explore a simple and fast
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nucleus collision selection for
the CMS.
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Fig.l. Dependence of the energy
flow per event in the very forward calorimeter, E (GeV) v.y the
nuclear collision impact parameter, b (fm) in the HIJING model
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Idea of Event Selection
The time coincidence of signals from the two very forward calorimeter arms is
suggested to be used as a basic condition that an inelastic nuclear collision occurred in the
LHC beam intersection. The event is accepted if the values of the total energy, E V F 1 and
£ V F 2 in each of the two calorimeter arms exceed a predefined threshold value E^. Thus,
the condition of selection of nucleus-nucleus interactions is defined by the requirement:
( £ VFl S £ thrH £ VF2^.hr)
3 < |T| | < 5 (fragmentation region).
If the calorimeter provides the time resolution better than 1 ns, the longitudinal coordinate
of the interaction vertex might be measured with precision of about few centimeters in the
vicinity of a beam intersection point. We have studied an important practical task of an
energy threshold dependence of the event selection efficiency, e, defined as
£ =
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where N.simulated
. . . is the total number of simulated events, N,trigger
.
is the number of events
satisfying the selection condition.

Simulation Details
To produce samples of inelastic events at an energy of 5 TeV/nucl in the centre of mass
system, the HIJING generator [4] including soft and hard processes was used. A summary
of basic physics processes and assumptions taken into account in the HIJING program is
the following:
• quark and gluon hard scattering, including parton emission in initial and final states
[5,6];
• multiple minijet production;
• nuclear shadowing effect of parton distribution functions;
• jet quenching relating assumed energy losses with colour screening length;
• the Glauber formalism is used to calculate the number of parton-parton collisions;
• nucleon density distributions of interacting nuclei were accepted in correspondence
with the Woods-Saxon potential with a diffuse boundary [8].
To illustrate the importance of various subprocesses in nucleus-nucleus interactions,
their contributions to the total cross section are given in Table 2. The generator reproduces
well experimental data on the multiple particle production in collisions of relativistic nuclei
up to the SPS energy scale. While using a highly developed program such as HIJING we
note that a simple approach based on superposition of PYTHIA events reproduces particle
production characteristics (mean energy, mean multiplicity) in fragmentation regions with
less than 10 % difference with respect to the HIJING predictions.
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Table 2. The contributions from the cross sections of main subprocesses of nucleon interactions
for PbPb-collisions at V7= 5 TeV/nucleon (HIJING)
Processes

Cross section (mbn)

NN processes total cross section, a tot

70.85

Inelastic scattering, o ine |

53.93

Jet production, OSingle diffraction,

33.69
o^

0.37

An influence of the CMS solenoid magnetic field on charged hadron trajectories leads
to an essential shift of a pseudorapidity distribution for a hadron component [9].
Consequently, a total registered transverse energy value per event drops down to about
70 % of initial one. Therefore the charged hadron drift effect is taken into account by
introduction of a 4T homogeneous magnetic field in simulation procedure.
Proton-proton, proton-nucleus (pO, pCa, pNb, pO) and nucleus-nucleus (OO, CaCa,
NbNb, PbPb) collisions with impact parameter 0 < b < 3RA (RA is nuclear radius) are
considered. The simulation was performed for the whole pseudorapidity region with
0.5 GeV particle energy cuts. A statistics of 10,000 proton-protons and 1,000 protonnucleus events for each type interactions was generated.
Simulation Results
Simulation results show that there is a stable correlation between the energy detected
in the right (VF1) and the left (VF2) calorimeter arms for nucleus-nucleus interactions
,„ =
(Fig.2). In particular, such a
u, i
correlation in nuclear interactions
with residual gas doesn't exist and
this circumstance allows one to
reject background events and noise
t
signals.
A dependence of the event
selection efficiency at total energy
"3
threshold detected in the pseudo(2
rapidity region 3< \r\\ <5 is
obtained. Two cases are considered.
In the first one the threshold is taken

Fig.2. The correlation between the
detected energy in two pseudorapidity
regions -5 < r) < - 3 and 3 < r| < 5 for
PbPb interaction at 5 TeV/nucleon in the
Total energyflow(right arm). GeV

cemre of mass

system
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Fig.3. The efficiency of the event
selection vs the total energy threshold
for nucleus-nucleus (PbPb, NbNb,
CaCa, OO), proton-nucleus (pPb, pCa),
and
proton-proton
collisions
at
5 TeV/nucleon in the centre of mass
system

for the total energy per event
(Fig.3), while in the second one
there is a gamma quantum component alone (Fig.4).
A stable efficiency of an event
selection is observed at a level of
98 % in an energy threshold region
up to 100 GeV (up to 10 GeV for
it
u
it
EM component) for nucleusThreshold of total energy flow, GeV
nucleus interactions. In the case of
proton-proton
interactions
the
similar stability is not observed and a reduction of the monitoring efficiency happens.
We remark that e does not depend on the nuclear number in the range from Ca up to
Pb at the thershold up to 500 GeV, and 25 GeV for EM component (Fig.5). An increase of
energy thershold up to 500 GeV
(25 GeV) leads to an efficiency decreasing only by a few per cent for
the colliding nuclei with A>40.
: / - PbPb
The efficiency drops from 80 %
} 2- NbNb
\ 3- CaCa
down to 30 % for pp collision.
i 4567-

Fig.4. The efficiency of the event
selection vs the electromagnetic energy
threshold for nucleus-nucleus (PbPb,
NbNb, CaCa, OO), proton-nucleus
(pPb, /;Ca), and proton-proton collisions
at 5 TeV/nucleon in the cenlre of mass
system
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Fig.5. The efficiency of the event selection vs the atomic number of colliding nuclei at the
particular energy threshold: (a) total energy threshold Ethl= 100, 500 GeV and (b) electromagnetic energy threshold £thr = 5, 10, 25 GeV
Conclusion
On the basis of the HIJING Monte-Carlo simulation the simple scheme of a nucleusnucleus interaction selection is proposed. The time signal coincidence from the two very
forward calorimeter arms at 1 ns time resolution in - 5 < r\ < 5 acceptance can be used for
an effective counting of nucleus-nucleus collisions. The efficiency dependence on energy
threshold value was studied. It is shown that the offered trigger scheme allows one to count
nucleus-nucleus events with high efficiency up to 500 GeV energy thresholds in the VF
calorimeter arms. We note that the efficiency remains stable in a wide range of colliding
nuclei (from Ca up to Pb).
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